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Conducted by National Cricket Academy�
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(Name of Association) 
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� The organizers have entire right to cancel / postpone the event for reasons not required to be made public. No candidate shall challenge the decision in 
this regard.  

� Only the Boy’s  born between 1.9.1989 to 1.9.1994 are eligible for the trials.  
� Players who have attended similar tirals held earlier.    
� No player shall be entitled for any allowance for attending the trials. If required, a candidate may have to stay for both the days during the trials for 

which he has to make his own arrangements.   
� No registration charge is applicable..  

� Players should not carry any cricket kit with them while reporting for the trials. Organisers will not be responsible for safeguarding of personal belongings.  
� It is compulsory to wear white cricket T shirt + white cricket trouser + white sports shoes + cap. Players should carry a small towel + own water bottles.  

� This registration form should be submitted at the registration counter on  ____________________________ by 6.00 pm  
� Registered players should report at the venue by 8.15 am on ___________________________________. 
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1. I, hereby, declare that I have not played in any of the BCCI Tournaments in the past.  
2. I, hereby, declare that my parents are aware of my participation in the trials and have no objection of whatsoever. I have informed my parents about the 

rules / terms and conditions of the event and that they endorse my signing of this declaration on their behalf as well.  
3. I, hereby, indemnify the organizers (and all associates of the organizers) from any casualty / mishap / any loss to me / my property during the process of 

attending the trials.  

4. I hereby give my consent for emergency medical care prescribed by authorized doctor and that this care may be given under whatever conditions are 

necessary to preserve the my life or well6being. The costs shall be borne by me / my family. 

5. I hereby give my consent to the organizers to take photographs, video recordings, and/or sound recordings of my participation in documenting the 

activities  

6. I, hereby, declare that all the details given above in the registration form are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.  In the event of 

any information being found false or incorrect or myself being found not eligible in terms of eligibility criteria for the participation, my name is liable to be 

cancelled without any notice.    
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SURNAME FIRST NAME FATHERS NAME 

   
DD MM YYYY 
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Right Arm  Right Arm Off Break  
Left Arm  Right Arm Leg Break  

  Left Arm Orthodox  

  
YES NO 

Pl. Staple 

passport size 

recent Colour 

photograph 
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While attending the trials the player should carry original + 1 photocopy of their date of birth proof & a 

photocopy of his address proof�
 

Players who are shortlisted after the trials will have to submit the above documents  
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